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Let G be an open subset of the real axis and let f(x) be a real C’ 
function defined on G. Consider the corresponding Pick matrix, i.e., the 
function K(x, y) defined on G x G by 
K(K !,) J(x) -f(Y) 
, 1 
.K - J 
for .Y # y 
and 
=,f”(X) for .X = I’. 
We shall suppose that K(x, I’) is a positive matrix, that is, that the 
quadratic form 
i i K(x,, x,) cl;ii, 
i=l/=l 
is always nonnegative, whatever be the choice of the complex numbers ai 
and the points xi in G. 
Suppose, now, that A is one of the constituent intervals of the open set 
G; it follows from a well-known theorem of Loewner that f(x) on A is the 
restriction to that interval of a Pick function, a function analytic in the 
upper half-plane with positive imaginary part which admits an analytic 
continuation across A by reflection [4, 23. 
Next, suppose that A, and A, are two constituent intervals of G. There is 
then associated with f(x) two Pick functions q,(z) and cpz(z), where q,(z) 
is real and regular on Ai and there coincides with f(x). We would expect 
that these two analytic functions are in fact the same, i.e., that f(x) on G 
admits a unique analytic continuation to a Pick function. This we shall 
prove in the present paper. 
Let us remark that this result has already been obtained by Rosenblum 
and Rovnyak [S] who find it as a corollary to a deep theorem. We provide 
a direct proof using the elementary theory of reproducing kernels. 
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THEOREM. Lerf(x) be u reul, C” Jimction drfined on an open set G of’thc 
real axis so that the Pick n1atri.v is a positive nnatri.u. Then there exists u uni- 
que Pick function q(z) tilhich is analytic at all the points qf G and admits an 
anal~vtic continuation to the lower half-plane bl, wflection and kvhich coin- 
cides on G with f (x). 
Proof: Clearly it is enough to show that if A, and A, are two con- 
stituent intervals of G then the corresponding Pick functions are the same. 
We shall at first suppose that A, is an interval containing the point at 
infinity in its interior; it follows that the associated Pick function is analytic 
outside a compact subset of the real axis. That function has a canonical 
representation of the form 
where the positive measure 11, is supported by a compact interval and has 
finite total mass. We shall also suppose that the coefficient c( vanishes. 
It is then easy to compute the corresponding Pick matrix on A, x A, ; we 
find 
K(x 
> 
y) =.f(x) -f(Y) = 
i^ 
&,(jb) 
X-Y (i-x)(A-y) 
and the term on the right may be regarded as an inner product in the 
Hilbert space L*(p,) since the functions of the form k,(l) = (A-x)-’ are 
bounded on the compact support of the measure. Thus there is a mapping 
of the interval A, into L2(p, ) carrying x into k, such that 
K(x, Y) = (kc k,). 
It is well known that in general any positive matrix K(x, y) defined on a 
product set S x S corresponds to a mapping of S into a Hilbert space 2, 
the point x in S going into the element K, in SF. We will then have 
K(x, y) = (K,., K,), and it is clear that this mapping is determined up to a 
unitary equivalence. 
In view of this circumstance there is no loss of generality in our taking 
the representing Hilbert space for the Pick matrix off(x) in the form of a 
direct sum; 2 = L*(p, ) @ I?*, where, if x belongs to the interval 
A,, K,=k,. 
Now let y be a point of A, and let h,.(A) be the projection of K,,. on 
L*(p,). Note that this function is real, since it is uniquely determined in 
any event by the function (h.,., k,) as x varies over A, and only the real part 
of h,, contributes to this function. Moreover, 
/Ih,.ll’d IIK, /12=Kv, ,v)=.f’(.~). 
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Now f(x) -f(y) = J ((x - y)/(A -x)) h,(l) &,(A) and this leads to the 
equation 
f(Y) = B + 5 h,(W h,(n) + J & Cl - (2 -Y) $A41 &I(n). 
The second term on the right is independent of x and is clearly the dif- 
ference of Pick functions in the variable x. It is easy to see that this 
function vanishes as x approaches infinity and therefore that the term in 
question is identically zero. This means that the function 1 - (A - y) Al.(A) 
vanishes almost everywhere relative to the measure p,. It follows 
immediately that h,.(A) = (i - y) ~ ’ almost everywhere for ,~r and that 
the integral surely makes sense since h,. is integrable square and the 
measure has finite total mass. 
We next show that ,u, has no mass in the interval A,. Let a and h be two 
points of that interval with a < b. Let A4 be the supremum of K(y, y) over 
the interval (a, b); this is merely the larger of the two positive numbers 
f’(a) and f’(b). For any positive E and any point y in (a, 6) we have 
whence 
Pl(Y + El - P,(Y -El < ME 
\ 
E 
and from this it follows that the monotone function p,(A) has a derivative 
at y and this derivative is 0. Thus p,(A) is constant in the interval (a, b), 
and since a and b were arbitrary points of A, that function is constant in 
A,. But this means that the measure puts no mass in A,. This makes the 
Pick function q,(z) real and analytic in A, where it coincides withf(x), i.e., 
with cp2(x). Thus cpr(z) and (p*(z) are the same function. 
The hypothesis that the coefficient M was 0 in the canonical represen- 
tation of q,(z) was not an essential one. It is well known that the negative 
reciprocal off(x) on G also gives rise to a positive Pick matrix. Now if a 
where positive for p,(z), the corresponding coefficient for the negative 
reciprocal would be zero. Thus the negative reciprocals of q,(z) and cp2(z) 
would coincide, and therefore the functions themselves would. 
In the general case, given f(x) and the intervals A, and A,, we can 
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always find a linear fractional transformation i(z) in the Pick class mapp- 
ing A;, the complement of the closed interval [ - 1, 1 ] onto A,, The com- 
posed function J‘> $ corresponds to a Pick matrix 
where S(x, y) is the Pick matrix for t+?(x). This is a positive matrix in view 
of a theorem of Schur to the effect that the product of positive matrices is 
again positive. Our theorem then applies to ,f‘~ $ and the intervals A’, and 
Aj?, where A; = $ -‘(A,). ComposingJ‘- II/ with II/ -’ we find, as before, that 
‘p, and qr coincide, completing the proof. 
It is interesting to note that our theorem implies that iff(x) is defined on 
an interval in such a way that the Pick matrix is a positive matrix, then, 
given another interval of the axis, there is at most one way of extending the 
definition of ,f(x) to the new interval in such a way that the extended 
function has a positive Pick matrix. 
The hypothesis that the Pick matrix be positive is weaker than the 
hypothesis that the function .f’(~) be a monotone matrix function of all 
orders. This was pointed out to the author by J. Rovnyak. By a theorem of 
Chandler, the stronger hypothesis implies that the function is regular in the 
smallest interval containing G [ 1, 31. 
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